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SILENTE

MS950RG Silente Red Glossy
MS950RM Silente Red Matte

MS950GG Silente Green Glossy
MS950GM Silente Green Matte

MS950YG Silente Yellow Glossy
MS950YM Silente Yellow Matte
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Surfing has never been so silent. Since the first ride you can appreciate how
hydrofoils are silent. Silente means efficiency. Efficiency grows
performance and then more fun.

950 mm

Several years passed since our first ride on Silente hydrofoil: there is no day
that we stopped development in materials and process. The full carbon
construction makes it a rigid, strong and durable hydrofoil. The base plate
joint prevents delamination and offers a safer connection with board, even
thanks to the new bushing. The shape of the Silente, together with its
wings, make that foil very stable and easy to ride. For that reason we advise
this hydrofoil to beginners and for free style.
The original graphic makes this foil not only great to ride but offers
a beautiful look.

67.5 mm

148 mm

646 mm

Unique design

Extreme clean wing connection

Carbon fiber construction

MHW002
5 x Bushings M6x10

Base plate joint

MHW010
5 x Flat Head Screws M6x16

Wave and free style

MHW015
5 x Flat Head Screws M6x25

MHW016
5 x Flat Head Screws M6x30

Easy to ride

MA005
Moses Silente Bag
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T20 BOARD

MT20CRG T20 Carbon Red Glossy
MT20CRM T20 Carbon Red Matte

MT20CGG T20 Carbon Green Glossy
MT20CGM T20 Carbon Green Matte

MT20CYG T20 Carbon Yellow Glossy
MT20CYM T20 Carbon Yellow Matte

T20 Fiber Glass

MT20CYM T20 Glass Green Matte
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MT20CYM T20 Glass Yellow Matte

MT20CYM T20 Glass Red Matte

In years of kite foil riding we tried different foil boards. No board seems to fit
perfectly the Silente hydrofoil features. So we developed our own board: the
T20 board.

470 mm

The design has the aim to obtain a board as strong as the Silente, but have to
be light to transport and easy to take it into the water. The carbon fiber is the
material that offer such features and our experience in producing it helped us
to create the board that we dream.
The thickness helps the rider in free ride and wave use; the supplied
footstraps, their position on a strong footpad, and the possibility to adjust
them make it easier to ride the hydrofoil.
Four holes make it easy to join the Silente to the boards in a clean way. Their
position is the result of several tests: we found the best position for control,
stability and comfort.

20 mm
1420 mm

Nothing is left to the chase: shape, dimensions, materials, and graphics are
mixed together and the result is a unique board that allow to watch the
emotions of flying over the see.
Different version of the T20 board are available. Moses want to offer to its
customers the possibility of choose the optimal board that the rider request.

Ready for Silente

Foostrap position adjustable

Complete with 3 Moses Footstraps

High Grip Footpad

MHW002
5 x Bushings M6x10

MHW016
5x Flat Head Screws M6x30

MHW025 10x SelftappingScrewM5x25mm

Amazing design

MA001
3 x Moses Footstraps

MA006
Moses Board Bag
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T40 BOARD

MT40CRG T40 Carbon Red Glossy
MT40CRM T40 Carbon Red Matte

MT40CGG T40 Carbon Green Glossy
MT40CGM T40 Carbon Green Matte

MT40CYG T40 Carbon Yellow Glossy
MT40CYM T40 Carbon Yellow Matte
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485mm
The T40 board was developed with the aim to offer more buoyancy, but
maintaining all of the features of T20 board. An improved buoyancy
makes it easier to start and have better control at low speed. It is
achieved with 40mm thickness and a larger width. Bigger dimensions
lead to a better compromise between strength and weight. The right
mix of carbon fiber and PVC foam allows to have the requested
strength and maintain light weight. Thickness is chosen to keep agility
in free ride and wave use. Stability, control and comfort are kept with
adjustable footstraps, high grip footpad and the four holes to join
Silente hydrofoil in the best position. The shape helps to take the board
into the water.
1420mm

The graphics makes, as with all of our products, a unique kite
foiling experience.
Different versions of the T40 board are available. Moses wants to
offer to its customers the ability to choose the optimal board that
the rider requests.

40mm

Ready for Silente

Foostrap position adjustable

Complete with 3 Moses Footstraps

High Grip Footpad

MHW002
5 x Bushings M6x10

MHW017
5x Flat Head Screws M6x50

MHW025 10x SelftappingScrewM5x25mm

Amazing design

MA001
3 x Moses Footstraps

MA006
Moses Board Bag
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FREE RIDE WINGS
Free Ride Front Wing – 425mm
Years of development andtests in order to obtain the best
solution for Silente Hydrofoil. The Front Wing FR425 reach
this aim: great stability, easy to ride and strong
construction. The surface of this wing allows to have lift
even at low speed. The shape offers a better distribution of
forces for a better control. The structure in carbon fiber
makes this wing strong, sturdy and durable. The new
graphic completes this wing.
The result is a perfect wing for beginners, free ride use and
in upwind condition.

MFR425RG Red Glossy
MFR425RM Red Matte
MFR425GG Green Glossy
MFR425GM Green Matte
MFR425YG Yellow Glossy

425 mm

MFR425YM Yellow Matte

Perfect fit Silente Hydrofoil

Free Ride Front Wing – 450mm
The design is conceptually like the FR425 Front
Wing: stable conduction, easy to ride and strong
construction are pursued. The Free Ride Front Wing
FR450 has a bigger surface for heavier people that
need more lift at low speed. Performances doesn’t change:
same quality, same stability, same amazing design, same
perfect matching with Silente Hydrofoil.

450 mm
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Perfect fit Silente Hydrofoil

MFR450RG Red Glossy

MFR450GM Green Matte

MFR450RM Red Matte

MFR450YG Yellow Glossy

MFR450GG Green Glossy

MFR450YM Yellow Matte

HIGH PERFORMANCE WING
High Performance Front Wing – 485mm
Recent interest in races and better speed performances move Moses to
develop a series of High Performance front wing. The HP485 Front wing is
the first wing of that series that perfectly fit Silente hydrofoil. The aim of the
design is to reduce drag by reducing chord dimension, improve
hydrodynamic efficiency by span dimension augmentation, and keep the
easy to ride and stability features that characterize Silente Hydrofoil.
The carbon fiber structure make the wing very strong and rigid. No loss of
quality and performance thanks to the high quality standards that Moses
keep on their products.
Original graphics complete your kitefoil experience.

485 mm

MHP485RG Red Glossy

Fits Perfectly Silente Hydrofoil

MHP485RM Red Matte
MHP485GG Green Glossy
MHP485GM Green Matte
MHP485YG Yellow Glossy
MHP485YM Yellow Matte
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STABILIZERS
Stabilizer 270 mm
Surfing with an hydrofoil is impossible without the
proper stabilizer. The Stabilizer 270mm is the rear
wing that perfect fit the Silente hydrofoil, in terms of shape
stability and control. The shape is optimal for Free ride use
MST270G - Glossy
MST270M - Matte

270 mm

Fits Perfectly Silente Hydrofoil

Stabilizer 320 mm
High Performance wing needs the proper stabilizer that
supplies the stability and control at higher speeds. This is

MST320G - Glossy
MST320M - Matte

the aim of the Stabilizer 320 mm: this rear wing keeps the
high stability of Silente, with a reduction of drag that
improves the efficiency of the whole hydrofoil.

320 mm
Fits perfectly Silente Hydrofoil
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APPAREL & ACCESSORIES

MA001 Moses Footstraps

MA005
Moses Silente Bag

MA010 T-shirt Moses

MA015 Moses Cap

MA006
Moses Board Bag

MA020 Moses Towel
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Follow us on
https://www.facebook.com/moseshydrofoil

Contact us
www.moseshydrofoil.com
sales@moseshydrofoil.com
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